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PM striving to create maximum number of job opportunities: Marvi Memon

THATTA: Scores of vociferous complaints were narrated by large number of citizens in an open Kutcheri (open public gathering held by Minister of State and Chairperson BISP MNA Marvi Memon in circuit house Thatta here on Sunday.

Deputy Commissioner Thatta Nadeem-ur-Rehman Memon, SSP Thatta Fida Hussain Mastoi and heads and representatives of various departments, local cadres of PML-N and local citizens were present at the occasion. Majority of complaints were about lack of civic facilities, lack of drinking water and load shedding and frequent electric power break downs.

Marvi Memon heard the complaints and noted them. Some local heads of departments also replied and clarified to the complaints of the people. Some citizens demanded village electrification of villages especially in Union council Karampur of Taluka Mirpursakro.

Addressing the public, State Minister & Chairperson Benazir Income Support Programme, Marvi Memon said Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif is striving to create maximum numbers of the job opportunities for unemployed youth and to overcome on the increasing unemployment ratio in the country. Further she added that recently Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif during his visit to China signed many mega projects for the country, through these different mega development projects, our government will be able to provide several jobs to the youth. Marvi Memon said that on special directives of Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif she has held open Kutcheri at Thatta initially so that the problems and issues of the general public be resolved at top priority. Such others open katcheryies will also be held throughout the Sindh province so that problem of people would be resolved.

She promised solution of the problems of the general population of this district. She directed all concerned officials to strive hard and serve the masses.

The deputy commissioner Thatta also expressed his appreciation on holding the open Kutcheri that gave an opportunity to the people to share their problems.

He said all the problems would be solved in cooperation with the concerned departments.